The Value Of Time

This book was inspired by God for me to write while recovering from a surgical procedure. It
provides understanding, direction and redirection to how to get back on Gods kingdom plan.
People in general have become so accustomed to being short or impatient with one another.
We have forgotten how to be respectful, patient and kind to one another unless we are sucking
up to get something. Weve got to change and treat ALL people how we want to be treated.
Unfortunately, the body of Christ is in the same boat. Believers blend into the world, and no
one knows the difference between believer and unbeliever. We must come back to the Bibles
principles and be fruitful servants of God. Correction is needed. We can no longer overlook
our shortcomings because our souls are suffering and so are those who want to become
Christians. Veleria Henry is a positive single parent role model who loves to inspire and
encourage everyone around her. Veleria enjoys helping others and has worked in law
enforcement for 23 years. She is currently in Paralegal school and taking Bible courses to
further her Christian knowledge. Velerias future goal is to become a lawyer. She is a Notary
Public for the State of Florida who has also completed training to become a Certified Signing
Agent. Her Hobbies include church activities, sewing, cooking, and spending time with her
son. Recently, Veleria has become a motorcycling enthusiast and looks forward to riding.
Volunteer Services Rendered â€¢ Auxiliary Member ICU/NSICU waiting area at Central FL
Regional Hospital â€¢ Volunteer Hearing Officer Juvenile Justice Center for P.A.Y.
(Prosecution Alternative for Youth) â€¢ New Destiny Christian Center: areas of service Kings Kids Ministry & clerical/typing services as needed â€¢ RLH Construction Company
â€¢ GAL- Seminole County Guardian Ad Litem program

In transport economics, the value of time is the opportunity cost of the time that a traveler
spends on his/her journey. In essence, this makes it the amount that aÂ Calculating the value
of time - Non-working time.
It is a poor mindset(literally) when you relate how expensive something should be based on
time. Learning a valuable skill from someone who's worth $/hr doesn't cost you $/hr, it either
allows you to become worth a certain % of that value, or to free your time to make up that
value by doing things you're good at. This article explains how to calculate the value of time.
Learn how much your time is worth and how to use the value of time to make better decisions.
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